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Systems, Inc.On March 8th, The Syrian Arab Army’s “Tiger Forces” – in coordination with the
National Defense Forces (NDF) – began their offensive to capture the rebel-held city of Douma, less
than 30km east of Damascus. By the 9th, pro-government forces had advanced nearly a kilometer
into the city and now fully encircle the area on all sides, in the hopes of defeating their enemies and
taking control of the city. In previous weeks, members of the International Business Times had made
their way to several points near the front lines, meeting with local residents, activists, and other
opposition officials. Here is the first of our “Rebel Frequently Asked Questions” series: Q: When was
the last time there was a major assault on the city of Douma? A: The rebels attacked the city for the
first time in February of 2016, after which government forces were able to fully surround the city.
After approximately 3 months of fighting, the Syrian Arab Army was able to finally capture the town.
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Rebels attempted to attack the city in 2017, but were pushed back. Q: How many civilians remain
inside the city? A: On February 23rd, a number of local activists claimed that there are
approximately 20,000 civilians trapped in the city. However, it is hard to tell if this is true, as most of
the activists – and the rebels – are opposed to the Syrian government and are eager to exaggerate
the number of civilians still inside the city. Q: What is the civilian casualty rate? A: Rebels from the
FSA/SJ claim that 35 civilians have been killed inside the city thus far, while the pro-government
Army of Islam claims that 250 civilians have been killed by the rebels. However, the number of dead
civilians is nearly impossible to verify, due to the fact that the rebels have not been able to reach the
front lines and in some cases have made those claims in coordination with the Syrian Army. Q: Will
the Army of Islam continue to bombard the city if they do not prevail in this offensive? A: We do not
know if the Army of Islam will continue to bombard the city, but as long as the rebels do not have
enough ammunition and weapons to fight off 79a2804d6b
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